
HAPPINESS LIKE NOWHERE ELSE
The pursuit of happiness at Borgo Egnazia



Welcome to Vair.

This is the start of a joyful journey in search of a renewed happiness.
 

Taking care of your image is an art.
From love for the hands to hair care, a selection of treatments and artisanal experiences 

with a typical Pulian touch, using local beauty techniques and 
natural products from the area.

We only use Made in Italy products, Cruelty Free,
which do not contain harmful elements

in the formulation and are not tested on animals, to guarantee only the highest quality.





NAIL LAB

Hand and foot craft workshop. A cozy lounge where you can indulge in a little pampering and chat and indulge in 
Pulian-style manicures and pedicures. A team of beauty craftsmen takes care of their hands and feet with dedicated 
treatments, using natural elements grown on the territory and Italian products.

All our polishes are Italian FABY branded. We do not offer the application or removal of Gel or Acrylic.

Vair Lush Manicure 
Hand beauty ritual with salt and lemon juice scrub for both mechanical and enzymatic exfoliation. Complete ritual 
of hand and forearm massage with olive oil to soften and soothe. Complete manicure with cuticle removal, filing 
and nail polish application.

50 min. 60 €

Vair Basic Manicure 
Filing and removal of cuticles with the use of water and tools with hand and forearm massage. Nail polish of your 
choice.

50 min. 50 €

Nude Manicure 
Filing and removal of cuticles with the use of water and tools with a short hand and forearm massage. Glossy finish 
with buffer.

30 min. 40 €

Dry Manicure 
Quick filing, cuticle arrangement and application of polish of your choice, without water.

40 min. 35 €



Princess Grooming - Pedicure and manicure 5-13 years 
Filing, hand and foot massage and application of polish of your choice.

40 min. 50 €

Vair Lush Pedicure 
Ritual for the beauty of the feet with salt and lemon juice scrub for both mechanical and enzymatic exfoliation. 
Complete ritual of massage of feet and legs up to the knee with olive oil, to soften and soothe. Complete pedicure 
with cuticle removal, filing and nail polish application.

50 min. 75 €

Vair Basic Pedicure 
Filing and removal of cuticles with the use of water and tools and foot massage up to the knee. Nail polish of your 
choice.

70 min. 60 €

Nude Pedicure 
Filing and removal of cuticles with the use of water and tools with a short foot and leg massage up to the knee. 
Glossy finish with buffer.

50 min. 50 €

Dry Pedicure 
Quick filing, cuticle arrangement and application of glaze of your choice, without water.

30 min. 45 €



Man a Man (Hands to hands) – Manicure mother and daughter 5-16 years
A simple dry manicure in our Nail Lab, side by side for perfectly groomed hands. Filing, a hand and forearm 
massage and finally the application of a nail polish of your choice.

30 min. 100 € 

Pit a Pit (Feet to feet) – Pedicure mother and daughter 5-16 years
A simple dry pedicure in our Nail Lab, side by side for perfectly groomed feet. Filing, a foot massage and finally the 
application of a nail polish of your choice.

30 min. 120 €

Semipermanent polish 
To be added to the selected manicure or pedicure chosen

Removal    15 min. 20 €
Application    15 min. 25 €
Removal and application  30 min. 40 €

Waxing
Only for services in the Nail Lab

Upper lip    10 min. 10 €
Eyebrows     15 min. 15 €





AESTHETICS

Hair removal service with traditional techniques, or without cotton strips but with resins and wax,
which allows the product not to adhere to the skin and does not create any type of irritation.

Our Italian Elastic Tear resin is natural, suitable for all skin types, with a soft tear and low thermal impact on the 
skin. Thanks to the high adhesion coefficient, it incorporates the hair shaft without adhering to the skin, thus 
ensuring an epilation that does not irritate the skin, painless and suitable for men.

Full leg & bikini
Traditional wax   110 €
Resin       130 €

Full leg & basic bikini
Traditional wax   100 €
Resin       120 €

Half leg & full bikini
Traditional wax   80 €
Resin       95 € 

Half leg & basic bikini
Traditional wax   70 €
Resin      85 €

Legs 
Full - Traditional wax  70 €
Full - Resin       85 €
Half - Traditional wax  40 €
Half - Resin       45 €

Bikini 
Full - Traditional wax  40 €
Full - Resin       45 €
Basis - Traditional wax  30 €
Basic - Resin      35 €

Arm 
Full - Traditional wax  30 €
Full - Resin       35 €

Armpit
Traditional wax   20 €
Resin       25 €

Chest | Back
Traditional wax   40 €
Resin       45 €

Upper lip
Traditional wax   10 €
Resin       12 €

Eyebrows
Only tweezers   20 €
With wax       15 €



MAKE - UP

Professional make-up products by Simone Belli. The Alìka brand, which in the fascinating African language means 
“the most beautiful”, provides all its many years of expertise for a new beauty experience, exclusive and of high 
quality. Thanks to the advice of the most important make-up artists, Alìka Cosmetics discovers the latest cool & 
trendy trends for an incredible beauty experience of refinement and originality.
Each product is made in a refined packaging that expresses elegance and glamor in every detail, to experience the 
pleasure of a special moment.

BASIC BEAUTY Make-up

50 € or FREE with the purchase of min. 3 make-up products.

PROFESSIONAL MAKE - UP | BEAUTY BACKSTAGE

The best make-up artists in the Pulian territory for unforgettable night outs and events

Make-up IN SPA

80 €

Make-up IN ROOM

100 €



HAIRDRESSER

Hairstyle has countless beneficial effects that are reflected on the whole person and not only on our image. For a 
special evening, an event to share with friends or simply to indulge
the desire to change, customized tailored treatments that use only the best Italian brands for hair care.

In SPA

Blow dry
Up to under shoulders  70 €
Very long/extension     80 €
Combined with other services 50 €

Cut
Woman    70 €
Man        70 €

Colour
Only roots    80 €
Total        120 € 
Highlights  starting from 130 €
Streaks  starting from 180 €

Hairstyle    100 €

Mask application - starting from 10 €

In Room

Blow dry
Up to under shoulders  110 €
Very long/extension     120 €
Combined with other services 50 €

Cut
Woman    110 €
Man        110 €

Hairstyle    110 €

Man Beard    60 €

Man Beard and Hair  160 €





Gym
The bright and spacious gym is dedicated to those who make sport their lifestyle. Equipped with the most 
up-to-date training Technogym technologies and highly qualified personal trainers who plan personalised training 
sessions, modelled on different needs.

Open from 6 AM to 11 PM

Spa Bistrò
Food can also contribute to the development of a potential sense of gratification and happiness.  For this reason, 
based on the principles of the Science of Happiness applied to nutrition and on the golden rules of Borgo, every day 
we offer dishes created with fresh local and seasonal products, with a perfect balance between correct nutritional 
values and taste. The bistrò menu will be from La Calce restaurant, served in the spa through room service.

Open from 10 AM to 8 PM

Wet area 
The new wet area is the perfect place to relax, rebalance the body after a treatment or cool down after an intense 
workout. It includes an indoor swimming pool with heated water, an inviting outdoor sauna, a Sanarium, 
a steam bath and an ice fountain.

Opening times may vary according to seasonality, please ask at Vair reception

Anti-Covid Measures
In accordance with the guidelines issued by the World Health Organization and national and local authorities, 
we have created the Covid-19 prevention protocols to ensure safe treatments and experiences, without sacrificing 
excitement and relaxation. We therefore inform you that some services may be temporarily suspended or limited to 
safeguard the health of our guests.

VAIR COMMUNITY

Common areas where you can spend a moment of well-being enjoying the company of other guests, during breaks 
between a treatment or a workout. 



Reservations
For every Vair experience, advance booking is kindly requested.
It is advisable to make an appointment at least 48 hours in advance. Guests can contact the Vair reception, 
where the dedicated staff will be happy to assist and advise them, or contact the number +39 080 225 5455. 
All reservations must be confirmed and secured by credit card. 

Cancellation
Cancellations and rescheduling will be accepted up to 24 hours before the beginning of your treatment. 
In case of no show, we reserve the right to charge the full amount.

Room Treatments
It is possible to request some treatments in your room with a supplement of € 100.

Vair Events 
On request, it is possible to reserve the exclusive use of Vair for a private party or anniversary.

Gift Ideas
Vair vouchers can be purchased in person or delivered as gifts to someone else. 
They are not refundable and must be presented at the time of treatment during the period of validity.

Cosmetic Line
You can buy the full range of Vair products at the Bottega Vair, at the Bottega Egnazia or on bottegaegnazia.com

VAIR RECEPTION 



VAIR ETIQUETTE

Opening Time
Vair welcomes its guests every day, from 10 AM to 8 PM

Arrival Time
We kindly ask you to arrive at least 15 minutes before the beginning of your treatment in order to enjoy 
the full session time. In case of delay, we will do our best to guarantee the entire duration of the service booked. 
However, if this is not possible, the treatment price will be charged in full.

Dress Code
Guests can come to Vair in a bathrobe or personal clothes. Everything needed will be provided in the changing 
rooms. We kindly ask you to wear a bathrobe inside the SPA and outside the changing rooms. During treatments, 
we kindly request you to use the disposable items available.  

Health conditions
We kindly ask you to inform the Vair staff about personal health conditions, or any specific issues such as any 
allergies or injuries that could compromise the treatment, or the use of the facilities. In case of pregnancy, 
please inform the Vair staff, who will guide the future mother in choosing the most suitable treatments and services.

Vair Attitude
The Vair environment is a place of relaxation. We kindly ask everyone to respect others’ right to privacy 
and tranquillity. Please use a low tone of voice in order to promote relaxation. The use of cellphones, tablets, 
cameras and computers is strictly forbidden inside the Spa, as well as smoking. We thank you in advance 



for leaving these items in the locker rooms. We recommend leaving any valuables in your room or in the lockers 
available in the changing rooms. The Spa declines any responsibility for objects left unattended.

Therapists
Both female and male therapists are available in the Vair Team. It is kindly asked to express preferences 
and we will do our best to satisfy these.

Children
For health and safety reasons, children under the age of 18 cannot use the SPA on their own, but can only use 
the treatments dedicated to them and the indoor swimming pool at the allowed times.


